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Abstract: The technique of a larger volume of microparticle continuous separation in the acoustic field
is proposed in this paper. This technique has got considerable potential with regard to the development
of technologies for the portable, low-cost and non-biodegradable procedures of energy-efficient
separation/purification of microparticles in biological suspension. Using a disk-shaped piezo transducer-
bimorph (DSPTB) mounted on the bottom of a plastic conical fluid container (CFC), the acoustic waves
(AWs) in the fluid and the eigenmodes of the CFC were excited. The AWs, induced by piezo transducer
in the CFC, pushed the suspension with the microparticles upwards, which accumulated in the nodal
zones of the resonating CFC walls by purifying the suspension that accumulates in the anti-nodal zones.
The outlets distributed in the nodal and anti-nodal zones of the conical fluid container walls resonating
on the fourth eigenmode allowed the collection of enriched or purified from microparticles suspension.

Keywords: piezoelectric actuator; acoustic waves; numerical simulation; 3D experimental set-up;
microparticles in biological suspension

1. Introduction

The attention being paid to plasma processing technologies, and the separation of biological
microparticles from it, is vital, as plasma in the human body is responsible for maintaining normal
blood pressure and blood volume levels, as well as removing chemical waste from cells. Microfluidic
techniques, using optical [1], magnetic forces [2], amongst others, are emerging as cost-effective and
disposable tools for microparticle separation. There is also a lot of work related to ultrasonic frequency
acoustic microparticle separation technologies in microchannels. Recent advances in this area have
led to redesigned acoustic tweezers that can separate, enrich, model and trap biological particles
in complex solutions. These results were achieved thanks to acoustic tweezers, which trap discrete
cells [3,4]. A review article [5] discusses the principles of acoustofluidic separation, compares different
approaches, and summarizes how they are applied in both traditional areas (such as blood-component
separation, cell washing and fluorescently activated cell sorting) and emerging applications, including
circulating tumor cells and exosome isolation. The use of Bessel-function acoustic pressure fields was
established [6]. The possibility of suspended-microparticle manipulation has been investigated [7] for
its use in microfluidic or “laboratory-on-chip” systems. Based on “laboratory-on-chip” device trends,
the sizes of such systems, reagent consumptions and response times have been reduced [8]. The sorting
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of microparticles was achieved [9] using standing surface acoustic radiation forces, and reference [10]
proposed an active method for microparticle separation in droplets moving in a microchannel, using
travelling surface acoustic waves (AWs). The particle and cell clusterings in distinct free-surface
patterns of microfluidic volumes were investigated in reference [11], whereas reference [12] presents
a two-dimensional microparticle separation, created by a simple experimental installation based on
Stokes drag and acoustic radiation.

The separation of blood components is important for medical applications. One analysis [13]
predicted the choice of piezoelectric material, the width of the microchannel, the working area of the
surface acoustic waves, the wavelength, the minimum input power required and the widths of the
outlet channels.

It has been determined that acoustic radiation fields, which act on the cell membrane, can cause
biological microparticle deformities [14], due to non-linear acoustic effects. The principle of acoustic
deformation is demonstrated on a single red-blood cell, which travels farther away from the walls
of the device; however, it would also be possible to extend the concept to operate simultaneously
on millions of cells. Osmotically swollen red-blood cells were used to facilitate the detection of
small cell deformities [15]. At low amplitudes, no significant effects were demonstrated during
levitation [16]. At higher amplitudes there may be cell sonoporation and death effects, but the results
show that even in the absence of any adverse biological effects significant deformation forces can be
generated [17]. Particle clumping in the vibrational capillary tube has been described for the separation
of microparticles at lower (sonic) frequencies [18]. Acoustic micromixing at audio frequencies was
made possible by ensuring that the system had a liquid–air interface in a microchamber with a small
radius of curvature [19].

The separation of microparticles is important in modern biomedical technologies. Currently available
erythrocyte separation techniques, based on centrifugal sedimentation, or magnetic, plasmapheresis or
dialysis phenomena, require costly medical equipment and involve limitations related to the required
amount of particles. A centrifugal sedimentation device is composed of different parts and a high-speed
rotor [20], in which, for example, the maximum centrifugal force of 112 g is applied when erythrocyte
sedimentation is performed at 1000 rpm, in a rotor with a maximum sample radius equal to 10 cm.
The inertia-based microfluidic separation is considered as an interesting alternative to separating the
suspension [21]. As a result, three concepts were chosen: fluid skimming, i.e., microfiltration and
controlled particle migration behavior; helical inertial microchannel separation, in which particles
migrate rapidly to the equilibrium position; and sparse deterministic ratchets, which use geometric
interactions to induce particle migration. The manuscript of [22] provides an overview of recent
developments and the published literature in the field of membrane technology, focusing on the special
characteristics of the membranes and membrane-based processes that are now used for the production
and purification of proteins.

Analysis of scientific publications has shown that the separation of microparticles is carried
out in microchannels, which provide only a small amount of particles for separation and use in
laboratory tests, with expensive and stationary equipment. Despite the fact that some of the authors
of the cited works claim that that biocompatibility of systems in the high frequency (MHz) range is
hazardous, even at megahertz frequencies the variations and chronic thresholds in response are cell
type-specific, and so safe operation ranges should be considered while developing acoustic-based
microfluidic platforms, with reference to the cell type used [5,23–27]. The new non-ultrasonic biological
microparticle separation technology proposed in this work is suitable for processing larger volumes
of suspensions with biological microparticles. The designed device is compact, easy to transport,
and quick to prepare for work in non-stationary conditions.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Numerical Simulation

Two areas of physics research are investigated. One of them is the deformable-structure container,
and another is the acoustically activated physiological fluid-suspension with microparticles that fill the
container. Finite element formulation serves as a coupling of these two areas of physics. This means
that there is an interaction between structural mechanics and acoustics. Due to the mechanical
excitation of container vibrations, the acoustic field of pressure is actuated in the physiological fluid,
and, consequently, the dynamics of the microparticle are activated. The acoustic radiation force Frad on
a microparticle can be calculated as the average second-degree force acting on a fixed surface ∂Ω in the
inviscid fluid flow, enfolding the microparticle. For the inviscid fluids, vector Frad could be expressed
as the sum of the second-order nonlinear acoustic pressure field 〈p2〉 and the momentum flux tensor
ρ0〈ν1ν1〉 [28,29],

Frad = −
∫
∂Ω

dr
{〈

p2
〉
n + ρ0

〈
(n·n1)v1

〉}
= −

∫
∂Ω

dr
{[
κ0
2 〈ρ1

2
〉 −

ρ0
2 〈v1

2
〉

]
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} (1)

where ρ0 is the fluid density, v1 is the first-order acoustic velocity field, 〈p1〉 is the first-order linear
pressure field, κ0 is the explicit expression of compressibility and n is the normal vector.

The acoustic radiation force acting on a microparticle in an AW is a gradient force of the potential
function Urad [30]:

Frad = −∇Urad (2)
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3
4
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f1 = 1−
K
Kp

, f2 =
2
(
ρp − ρ0

)
2ρp + ρ0

(4)

where ρp is the microparticle density, c is the speed of sound, f 1 is real-valued and depends only
on the compressibility ratio between the microparticle and the fluid, f 2 is the dipole scattering
coefficient, which is related to the microparticle translational motion and depends on the viscosity of
the fluid, K is the bulk modulus of the fluid, and Kp and Vp are the bulk modulus and volume of the
microparticle, respectively.

The acoustic radiation force on a spherical, compressible, micrometer-sized microparticle of radius
r = 4 × 10−6 m, suspended in a viscous fluid in an acoustic field with a wavelength λ = 0.11 m at room
temperature, was investigated. The numerical model depicted a CFC with a rigid-bottomed disk-shaped
piezo transducer-bimorph (DSPTB) with a radius of R = 20 × 10−3 m, excited by a harmonic signal
of sonic frequency f0. The modeling procedure was accomplished with microparticles in biological
suspension. The model included the following physical quantities: c = 1.48 × 103 m/s, the speed of
sound in biological suspension; ρp = 1.12 × 103 kg/m3, the microparticle density; Kp = 2.2 GPa, the bulk
modulus of the microparticle; and a0 = 7.5 × 103 m/s2, the amplitude of the normal acceleration of
DSPTB. The finite element COMSOL Multiphysics software was used for simulation. The boundary
conditions used for the numerical model were the interaction between the elastic container and its
acoustic domain. The elastic container was modeled by shell finite elements. The particle motion was
studied in a stationary acoustic pressure field created by container oscillation in the fourth eigenmode,
by integrating the equation of particle dynamics over time.
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2.2. Experimental Validation

An experimental setup was developed for the separation/purification of microparticles in biological
suspension (Figure 1). The experimental layout used DSPTB type 7BB-35-3 (Murata Manufacturing
Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan), whose specifications are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Microparticles separation setup photo (a), and hydro-electrical scheme of the experimental
set-up (b): 1—container of the microparticles in biological suspension; 2—adjustable inlet valve;
3—CFC (Ø 41 × Ø45 × 72 mm) of the acoustic separator; 4—DSPTB of the acoustic separator; 5—phase
of the suspension enriched in microparticles; 6—purified phase of the suspension; 7—outlet valve of
the phase of the suspension enriched in microparticles; 8—outlet valve of the purified phase of the
suspension; 9—air escape valve; 10—controller of the disk-shaped piezo transducer-bimorph.

Table 1. Technical data of DSPTB type 7BB-35-3.

Resonant Frequency, kHz 2.8 ± 0.5 kHz

Resonant Impedance, Ω 200 max.
Capacitance, pF 30.0 ± 30% [1 kHz]

Operational voltage (RMS), V 30
Plate/piezo diameters, mm 35/25
Plate/piezo thickness, mm 0.30/0.23

Plate material Brass

During the experiment, the actuator was powered by a harmonic electrical signal in the frequency
range of 1 to 25 kHz, with a maximum control voltage amplitude of 45 V. According to formula (5),
the electric actuator power varied depending on the frequency and voltage of the control signal, and did
not exceed 7 W:

P = π C U2 f 0, (5)

where C is the electrical capacity of the actuator, F; U is the amplitude of control voltage, V; and f0 is
the frequency of control signal, Hz.

Equation (5) shows that the power of the piezoelectric transducer is highly dependent on the
oscillation frequency (directly proportional), and correlates with the generated acoustic power in the
suspension. In this case, the purpose of the microparticle separation process at lower frequencies is
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to minimize the acoustic field intensity in the suspension, which is important for the viability of the
biological particles.

When the control valve is opened in container 1, shown in Figure 1, the continuous suspension
with microparticle flow enters the chamber of the acoustic separator through adjustable inlet valve
2 [31]. The acoustic separator is composed of CFC 3 and DSPTB 4, attached to the bottom of the
container, where, under the sonification of AWs, the suspension with microparticle drift in the CFC
volume and the suspension enriched in microparticles accumulate in the nodal zones of the CFC walls,
resonating on eigen frequency. Then, the suspension enriched in microparticles passes through the
hole in the resonating CFC and flows from the nodal zones through outlet valve 7 to container 5.
The purified from microparticles phase of the biological suspension from resonating CFC’s anti-nodal
zones through the outlet valve 8 flows to container 6. The transfer of the different suspension phases is
accomplished by laminar flow into separate containers, without causing streaming in the acoustically
treated suspension. Valve 9 allows for air escape.

The integration of AWs into acoustofluidic devices has a positive impact on particle separation,
especially for biomedical applications. The separation of microparticles from the suspension depends
on their size, density and compressibility. Such separation process techniques have many advantages
over centrifugal sedimentation or separation in microchannels, such as portability, low cost, small
size and fast timing, which ensure reagent reduction, simple use and precise control. Due to the
DSPTB, an excited continuous AW field forms a flow of suspension with microparticles, as well as
mechanical vibrations of the CFC with suspension, which evoke the resonating modes of the CFC
wall vibrations. Depending on the excitation frequency, the resonant eigenmodes are characterized by
nodal and anti-nodal areas at certain distances along the container wall. When analyzing the effect of
AWs on the suspension with microparticles volume, we noticed that the microparticles accumulated
in certain areas of this volume where the zones of the CFC eigenmode nodes settled down. As the
pressure of the suspension flow is minimized in nodal areas of the CFC, and maximized in anti-nodal
areas, the suspension enriched by microparticles precipitates in low-pressure or nodal areas, and the
suspension purified from microparticles precipitates in high-pressure or anti-nodal areas. The forces
generated in this periodic pressure oscillation are used to separate microparticles and cells.

3. Results

3.1. Simulation Results

Because the DSPTB was mounted on the bottom of the CFC, it propagated acoustic fluid pressure
and also excited vibration of CFC. As shown in Figure 2a, mechanical vibration activated a deformable
plastic CFC, triggering a corresponding field of acoustic pressure. At a frequency of f0 = 13.8 kHz
along the longitudinal axis of the CFC, the five nodal zones were formed, which indicated that the
CFC was resonating on the fourth eigenmode. During the separation of microparticles in the field
of AWs, they propagated to low acoustic pressure level zones. This physical phenomenon has been
applied to the separation of microparticles.

At the initial time t = 0 s, the suspension microparticles were evenly distributed in the CFC
volume. The distribution of the acoustic pressure field level in the CFC volume, as shown in Figure 2b,
was as follows: the three upper zones with a low pressure level were perpendicular to the flow of fluid
along the longitudinal axis, and the two lower zones were not. The position of the particles in the field
of acoustic pressure at t = 12 s, and their trajectories are provided in Figure 3a. The microparticles
“cling” to the inner surface of the CFC wall in eigenmode nodal zones.

As a result of acoustic effects, the microparticle movement was vertical near the anti-node,
horizontal at the node, and inclined in between. Figure 3b shows the microparticles’ trajectories in the
cross-sectional plane, observed from the top of the conical fluid container.
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Figure 3. CFC resonating on fourth eigenmode and sound pressure level (dB), field section (yz plane)
and positions of the microparticles at time t = 12 s and their motion trajectories in the axial plane (a)
and the cross-sectional plane (b) at f0 = 13.8 kHz excitation frequency of DSPTB.

3.2. Experimental Results

In order to align the experimental results with the simulation results, the zeolite microparticles
(made by Sigma-Aldrich, 3050 Spruce street, Saint Louis, MO 63103, USA, with microparticle dimensions
0.5–15 µm.) were mixed in an artificial plasma (90% water and 10% glycerol) with a viscosity of
1.3–1.7 mPa s, which coincides with the viscosity of the blood plasma. Zeolite, the active ingredient,
is micronized to the size of a red blood cell. This means that the particles of zeolite are so fine that
they can actually pass in between the cells. Zeolite was chosen because the experiment with the blood
would be complicated due to the rapidly changing properties of red blood cells in the blood. Standard
guidelines for handling blood samples indicate that plasma or serum should be separated from the
cells as soon as possible (20–30 min) after the clot formation is complete, so as to avoid clot-induced
changes in the serum concentrations of the analytic liquid caused by coagulation. The agglutination
of red blood cells can occur within a few minutes after finding blood outside the body. To assess
the separation process of microparticles in suspension, and determine the eigenmodes of the DSPTB
and CFC body, an experimental setup with a Polytec 3D scanning vibrometer (Type PSV-500-3D-HV,
Polytec GmbH, Waldbronn, Germany) was developed (Figure 4).
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response (b) in two directions: 1—Z; 2—X.

The numerical values of the vibrating deflection shapes of the fourth eigenmode (Figure 3),
as well as the frequency averaged spectrum of the DSPTB (Figure 5a,b) and of the CFC (Figure 6a,b),
show that the DSPTB and the CFC vibration resonances are expressed at the near excitation frequency
of f0 = 13.5 kHz. For this fourth eigenmode, the bandwidth of the resonance curves in the three
coordinate directions was larger than for the lower eigenmodes. When switching to a higher mode,
the number of microparticle concentration zones increased; however, the acoustic pressure no longer
had such a high value. An agreement between model and data, which is characterized by almost the
same excitation frequency (AWs at f0 = 13.5 kHz for the model and AWs at f0 = 13.8 kHz for the data)
and the same number of fourth mode oscillations of the plastic conical fluid container wall, expressed
by the four zones of microparticle accumulation, is presented in Figure 7.

To determine the effectiveness of the microparticle separation in biological suspension, two separate
samples were examined under a microscope (Figure 8). A sample of the suspension purified from
the microparticle phase (Figure 8a) has been taken from container 6 (Figure 1), and a sample of the
suspension enriched in microparticle phase (Figure 8b) has been taken from container 5 (Figure 1).
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Figure 8. Microscopic view of the suspension samples: (a) purified from microparticles; and (b)
enriched in microparticles, obtained using a commercial software package (NIS-Elements AR, Nikon,
Japan) to construct 2D microparticle images from the video signals, recorded with the Nikon Eclipse LV
series microscope and PixeLINK PL-A662 camera.

Figure 8 depicts a comparison of the two samples of suspension from different clusters of purified
and enriched microparticles, taken from the nodal and anti-nodal CFC zones vibrating on the fourth
eigenmode. The areas of the microscopic views, acquired from video signals, are equal in both images,
but the distribution density of the particles is different. A commercial software package (NIS-Elements
AR, Nikon, Japan) has been used to construct 2D microparticle images from the video signals, recorded
with the Nikon Eclipse LV series microscope and PixeLINK PL-A662 camera. The 75% separation rate
is related to both modeling and experimentation at a time interval of 12 s.

The AWs’ integration into acoustofluidic devices had a positive impact on microparticle separation,
especially for biomedical applications. The microparticle separation in suspension by AWs depended
on their size, density and compressibility. The continuous field of AWs generated by an acoustic
resonator formed a distribution of the minimum and maximum pressure regions, called pressure
nodes and anti-nodes, respectively, in the fluid domain. The forces generated in this periodic pressure
fluctuation were used to separate microparticles and cells.
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4. Discussion

The method of acoustically excited microparticle continuous separation in a CFC, whose eigenmodes
are excited by DSPTB, was proposed. The microparticles in biological suspension were taken to act as a
substitute for red blood cells [32], and demonstrate the validity of the proposed separation technology
by experiment. The correct solution for the combined acoustically excited fluid–structure interaction is
shown in Figures 2 and 3, wherein the vibrating CFC wall deflection shapes in the fourth eigenmode
are shown. Standard guidelines for handling microparticles in biological suspension suggest that
they should be processed as soon as possible (20–30 min), before the formation of clots, to avoid
structural changes to the suspension [33]. As the microparticle separation process takes place via
the excitation of the piezoelectric actuator and the container in higher bending oscillation modes
(frequency about 13.5 kHz), this allows, to a certain extent, the generation of a sufficiently high intensity
acoustic field, without a streaming effect, in the suspension. However, experiments have shown that at
the higher amplitudes of oscillation of the piezoelectric actuator, a turbulent phenomenon occurs in
the suspension, which, due to the resulting fluid streaming, begins to stir the fluid throughout the
container volume, thus interfering with the acoustic standing wave effect on the suspension.

We showed experimentally and theoretically (Figure 7) that the 12-s period, during which an
alignment of microparticles in the nodal zones of the vibrating CFC inner surface, could be considered
very short vis-à-vis other known methods of microparticle separation [34]. The separation rate of
purified/enriched microparticles (Figure 8a,b) was about 75%, compared to the original sample at
a time interval of 12 s. Obviously, the separation rate increases with the time of exposure of the
fluid to acoustic vibrations, and is similar to the prediction of the numerical model. The matching of
simulated (f0 = 13.8 kHz) and experimentally obtained (f0 = 13.5 kHz) sonic excitation frequencies,
as well as the coincidence of the microparticle concentration zone locations in both simulation and
experimentation cases, proves that the numerical model imitates the real microparticle separation
process. The separation time of microparticles increases with an increase in suspension volume
and viscosity.

The theoretical and experimental results of the microparticle separator research show that, in the
frequency range from 10 kHz to 16 kHz, fourth mode bending oscillations with a maximum of about
13.5 kHz are excited in both the piezo transducer and the CFC wall. Within this frequency range, the
piezo transducer generates intense acoustic radiation pressure in the suspension, which pushes the
suspension microparticles towards the nodal areas of the resonating container wall, while the liquid
suspension phase collects at the intensively vibrating anti-nodal areas of the container wall. In the
frequency range of 800 Hz to 5 kHz, the lower resonant oscillation modes of the piezo transducer are also
excited, but they generate a more intensive streaming of the suspension than acoustic radiation pressure.
Therefore, no separation of microparticles was achieved within this frequency range. Experiments have
shown that increasing the amplitude of the oscillation at 13.5 kHz accelerates the separation process,
but above a certain level, streaming becomes dominant, which disrupts the separated suspension
phases. Analogous to the results presented in [35,36], we numerically simulated the distribution
of red blood cell microparticles, in the acoustic pressure field level in the conical fluid container’s
volume, at the initial time t = 0 s in the three upper zones with a low pressure level, which zones are
perpendicular to the flow of fluid along the longitudinal axis, and also in the two lower zones which
are not perpendicular as shown in Figure 2b. In Figure 3a, the positions of the particles in the field of
acoustic pressure at t = 12 s, and their trajectories, are provided (all particles have the same diameter of
8 µm) where the microparticles “cling” to the inner surface of the CFC wall in the eigenmode nodal
zones. As a result of acoustic effects, the microparticle movement was vertical near the anti-node,
horizontal at the node, and inclined in between. During the experiment, the piezoelectric actuator was
excited by an electrical signal with frequency of 13.5 kHz, the voltage amplitude of which was varied
from 0 to 70 V. During the study it was observed that the process of microparticle separation begins
when a voltage of 30 V is reached, and further increasing the voltage to 50 V leads to the occurrence of a
turbulent phenomenon, which, due to the resulting fluid streaming, begins to stir the fluid throughout
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the container volume, thus interfering with the acoustic standing wave effect on the suspension. As a
result of the research, the innovative piezoelectric microparticle separation device was developed.

5. Conclusions

A straightforward method for the separation of biological microparticles in suspension was
proposed. A finite element model using COMSOL Multiphysics software was implemented for the
simulation of the sonification process with acoustic pressure waves in a plastic conical fluid container
excited by DSPTB. Experimental fluid flow studies, using 3D scanning technology, have validated
the mathematical model, and found a less than 2% discrepancy between the modeled 13.8 kHz
fourth eigenmode frequency, and the experimentally measured 13.5 kHz fourth eigenmode frequency.
For the given volume of suspension, the microparticle concentration takes place (over 10–12 s) in
the nodal zones, as well as in the purified fluid in the anti-nodal zones on the inner surface of the
resonating conical fluid container. The separation process with AW devices has many advantages,
such as portability, high accuracy and sensitivity, low cost, simple use and precise control, compared to
conventional methods.
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